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The NYU Tandon School of Engineering dates to 1854, when the NYU School of Civil Engineering and Architecture as well as the Brooklyn Collegiate and Polytechnic Institute (widely known as Brooklyn Poly) were founded. Their successor institutions merged in January 2014 to create a comprehensive school of education and research in engineering and applied sciences, rooted in a tradition of invention, innovation and entrepreneurship. In addition to programs at its main campus in downtown Brooklyn, it is closely connected to engineering programs in NYU Abu Dhabi and NYU Shanghai, and it operates business incubators in downtown Manhattan and Brooklyn.

Students
Fall 2015
2,868 graduate
5,154 total

Full-Time Faculty
174

Degrees
Bachelor of Science
Master of Science
Doctor of Philosophy

Research
$27.4 million

Expenditures
(FY 2015)

Location:
MetroTech Center, Downtown Brooklyn

Recognition:
#1 PayScale Best Value College in New York State (20-year ROI)
#1 by Diverse Issues in Education Master’s Degrees Awarded to All Minorities in Math and Statistics
#4 among Online Schools Center Most Technologically Savvy Online Schools
#4 by Her Campus STEMinist Schools
#4 by Brookings Institute Rankings Alumni with Most Valuable Skills
#8 by U.S. News & World Report Best Online Graduate Engineering Programs
#9 with NYU by The Princeton Review Top Graduate Schools for Video Game Design
#11 by ASEE Most Engineering Master's Degrees Awarded
The Princeton Review Best Northeastern Colleges
2015 Ralph E. Gomory Award for Quality Online Education from the Online Learning Consortium

Outreach:
3 incubators house 60 start-up companies, generated 1200+ jobs
Center for K-12 STEM Education is largest university initiative of its kind in NYC

Website
http://engineering.nyu.edu